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Abstract With observations of Van Allen Probe A, in this letter we display a typical event where banded
whistler waves shifted up their frequencies with frequency bands broadening as a response to the
enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure. Meanwhile, the anisotropy of electrons with energies about
several tens of keV was observed to increase. Through the comparison of the calculated wave growth rates
and observed wave spectral intensity, we suggest that those banded whistler waves observed with
frequencies shifted up and frequency bands broadening could be locally excited by these hot electrons with
increased anisotropy. The current study provides a great in situ evidence for the influence on frequencies of
banded whistler waves by the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressures, which reveals the important
role of solar wind dynamic pressures playing in the frequency properties of banded whistler waves.

Plain Language Summary In the inner magnetosphere, broadband whistler waves are often taken
into account in understanding the evolution of the Earth’s radiation belts. Solar wind dynamic pressures,
as a driving factor, can influence whistler-mode waves not only on their occurrence, but also on their
frequencies. However,the proof for the influence of the solar wind pressure on the frequency properties of
the excited banded whistler waves in the inner magnetosphere has not been uncovered.With observations of
Van Allen Probe A, we display a typical event that broadband whistler waves can be locally excited as a
response to the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure. As the solar wind pressure enhanced, the
normalized frequencies of broadband whistler waves became higher. Through the comparison of the
calculated wave growth rates and observed wave spectral intensity, we suggest that broadband whistler
waves could be locally excited with higher frequencies by these hot electrons with increased anisotropy. The
current study provides a great in situ evidence for the influence on frequencies of banded whistler
waves by the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressures, which reveals the important role of solar wind
dynamic pressures playing in the frequency properties of banded whistler waves.

1. Introduction

Whistler mode waves are one of the most common plasma emissions in the Earth’s magnetosphere (Bortnik
et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2016, 2017; Li, Thorne, Angelopoulos, Bortnik, et al., 2009; Meredith et al., 2004;
Thorne et al., 1974), and other magnetized plasma environments of astrophysical objects (Gurnett et al.,
1996; Horne et al., 2008; Russell et al., 2007). Especially, whistler mode waves are found to be rich in the inner
magnetosphere of the Earth. These waves have been demonstrated to be capable of effectively accelerating
electrons in the Earth’s radiation belts (S. Liu et al., 2015; N. Liu et al., 2017; Shprits et al., 2013; Summers et al.,
2002; Thorne et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2009, 2010, 2014, 2015; Yang et al., 2018), as well as causing energetic
electrons to precipitate into the ionosphere (Summers et al., 2008; Thorne et al., 2010). Radiation belt
electrons with relativistic energies can make damage to spacecraft and astronauts in space; it is thus of
importance to study and understand the generation of whistler mode waves.

In Earth’s inner magnetosphere, whistler mode waves in the plasmasphere, called as plasmaspheric hiss
waves, are observed to be unstructured (Bortnik et al., 2008; Cornilleau-wehrlin et al., 1993; Thorne et al.,
1973; Yuan et al., 2012), while outside the plasmapause, two kinds of whistler mode waves are often found:
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chorus waves and banded whistler waves (e.g., K. Liu et al., 2011; Santolík et al., 2003). The former is usually
composed of fine structures (rising tone or/and falling tone elements), while the latter is unstructured so that
these waves are sometimes called hiss-like whistler mode emissions (Gao et al., 2014; Li et al., 2012), or exo-
hiss (Bortnik et al., 2008; N. Liu et al., 2017). The plasmaspheric hiss waves are proposed to originate from the
chorus waves outside the plasmapause (Bortnik et al., 2008). Additionally, temperature-anisotropy electrons,
with energies of several keV to several tens of keV, have been demonstrated to be a potential candidate for
local excitation of whistler waves outside the plasmapause (e.g., Gao et al., 2016; Kennel & Petschek, 1966;
K. Liu et al., 2011; Su et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2006). Generally, electrons would evolve anisotropic temperatures
after injected from the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere, and the whistler mode instabilities can
thus be excited (Li et al., 2008; Li, Thorne, Angelopoulos, Bonnell, et al., 2009). On the other hand, magneto-
spheric compression resulting from the enhancement of solar wind pressure has been proposed to be
another alternative to developing temperature-anisotropic electrons, which is responsible for the generation
of chorus waves in the dayside outer magnetosphere (e.g., Fu et al., 2012; Li, Thorne, Angelopoulos, Bortnik,
et al., 2009; Tsurutani & Smith, 1977), but the influence of the solar wind pressure on the frequency properties
of the excited banded whistler waves outside the plasmapause in the inner magnetosphere has not been
uncovered.

In this letter, we report a typical event occurred in 16 February 2014, in which case banded whistler waves
shifted their frequencies as a response to the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressures. Using in situ
data provided by the Van Allen Probe A, we show that as solar wind dynamic pressure increased, the
temperature anisotropy of electrons increased correspondingly, and, as a result, banded whistler waves could
be locally excited with higher frequencies. It is demonstrated from our results that the enhancement of solar
wind dynamic pressures could make an important effect to banded whistler waves not only on their
occurrence but also on their frequencies as well as frequency bands.

2. Observations

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration mission, Van Allen Probes, consisting of two identically
spacecraft, has been orbiting the Earth’s magnetosphere near the equatorial plane since launched in
August 2012 (Mauk et al., 2013). In this letter, we use the wave spectrum data, obtained from the Electric
and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science Waves instrument (Kletzing et al., 2013), and
particle data attained from the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron Mass Spectrometer (Funsten et al., 2013).
Additionally, the plasma density data are derived from the upper hybrid resonant frequencies (Kurth et al., 2015).

Figure 1 shows the overview of the typical event observed by Van Allen Probe A during 1100 UT to 1400 UT
on 16 February 2014. During this interval, chorus waves are observed near 0.5 fce (the solid white curve in
Figure 1c) with right-hand polarizations and moderate wave normal angles, that is, ε ~ 1 and θ ~ 50°, while
the banded whistler waves, having right-hand polarizations (ε ~ 1) but small wave normal angles (θ ~ 0°),
are observed with center frequencies during 500–1,000 Hz. During the time interval of interest, there
occurred three successive events of solar wind dynamic pressure (Psw) enhancements (Figure 1a), each of
which is followed by an increase of SYM-H index (Figure 1b). Note that the data for the second Psw enhance-
ment is sparse, but we can identify it in virtue of the increase of SYM-H index in Figure 1b. In the meanwhile,
the frequencies of banded whistler waves were accordingly shifted up after each Psw enhancement.
Especially, as a response of the first enhancement of Psw at about 1220 UT, the frequencies of banded whistler
waves were shifted from about 500 Hz up to about 1,000 Hz. Note that there are time lags between the Psw
enhancement and the increase of SYM-H as well as wave frequencies. This is because that the latter is
observed inside the magnetosphere, while the enhancement of Psw is observed outside the magnetosphere.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2, the local magnetic field intensity Bt increased (Figure 2c) due to the
compression of the magnetosphere by the solar wind pressure, while thermal electrons are energized up to
about 5 keV (Figure 2d), which might result from conservation of magnetic moment (proportional to the ratio
of the particle energy transverse to the magnetic field to the magnetic field intensity). Moreover, the
observed background plasma density Ne (Figure 2b) indicates that there was no obvious plasma boundary
observed, which also confirms that these changes of the local plasma environment are owing to the
enhancement of Psw, rather than to that satellite has passed through different plasma regions. To make
further study the frequency changes of band whistler waves, we have calculated the normalized
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frequencies X through dividing the frequencies f0 of the peak wave power spectral density (PSD) by the
electron gyrofrequencies (fce), that is, X = f0/fce. It is clearly shown in Figure 2f that the normalized
frequencies of the observed banded whistler waves were blow 0.1 (X < 0.1) before the enhancement of
Psw but increased up to 0.2 (X ~ 0.2) after Psw enhancement. Note that Van Allen Probe B has observed the
similar frequency response of banded whistler waves at the same time (not shown), which indicates that
the frequency response of banded whistler waves to the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressures
might occur over a wide region. Since similar observations are resulted for three enhancement events, we
will focus only on the first event in the following.

To investigate this event more in details, we have checked the burst mode data of wave field during the time
interval of interest. As a result, the available high-resolution wave PSD at about 1211UT (before Psw enhance-
ment) and about 1244UT (after Psw enhancement) are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. As shown in
both panels, banded whistler waves are observed to be separated from the whistler mode chorus waves. The
latter are identified as the precise falling tone structures (Li et al., 2011; Omura et al., 2008) just below and
above 0.5 fce (the solid white curves), resulting from nonlinear processes between whistler waves and elec-
trons (Omura et al., 2008), while the former have incoherent structures and have their frequencies shifted
from about 500 Hz (Figure 3a) up to about 1,000 Hz (Figure 3b), which is the focus of this letter. It is worth

Figure 1. Overview of typical event occurred in 16 February 2014. (a and b) Solar wind dynamic pressure and SYM-H index.
(c and d) Magnetic spectral intensity and electric spectral intensity observed by Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument
Suite and Integrated Science instrument. (e) Wave ellipticity, the degree of elliptical polarization. (f) Wave normal angles,
the angles between the background magnetic field, and the wave vectors. PSD = power spectral density.
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noting that the frequency bands of banded whistler waves have also become much broader. The low-
electron density (<20 cm3 in Figure 2b) and coexisting chorus waves mean that the banded whistler
waves were observed outside the plasmapause in the inner magnetosphere. Moreover, the electron
velocity distributions in different energy levels observed at about 1211 UT (denoted as dots) and 1244 UT
(denoted as circles) are displayed as a function of pitch angle α (the angle between electron velocity and
the background magnetic field) in Figure 3c, respectively. It is clearly shown that as a result of Psw
enhancement, electrons are energized mostly in the direction normal to the background magnetic field
(α = 90°), especially for electrons with energies between 24 and 37 keV, implying an increase of the
temperature anisotropy for these electrons. These hot temperature-anisotropy electrons are suggested to
be able to drive the instability for whistler wave generations (e.g., Kennel & Petschek, 1966).

3. Discussion

One common and effective method of studying wave generation is to inspect the linear growth rate driven
by unstable particle phase space distributions (Chen et al., 2010; Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Yu et al., 2016,
2018; Yuan et al., 2017). For a given wave frequency, positive growth rate indicates the possibility for wave
excitation, while negative growth rate would result in wave damping. To calculate linear growth rate, the
measured electron velocity distributions before and after Psw enhancement have been optimally fitted with
multicomponent distributions as described in Yu et al. (2016, 2018), and the fitted parameter sets are

Figure 2. In situ plasma environment between 1100 UT and 1400 UT. (a–d) SYM-H index, measured plasma density,
magnetic field intensity, and electron flux. (e) Magnetic spectral intensity, with the black asterisk denoting the abstracted
wave frequencies (f0) corresponding to the maximum spectral intensity. (f) Normalized wave frequencies X = f0/fce.
PSD = power spectral density.
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illustrated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The fitted distributions before and after Psw enhancement have also
been displayed as in dashed and solid curves in Figure 3c, respectively. Additionally, we assume that the
plasma environment is only composed of protons and electrons. The protons are assumed to have a cold
Maxwellian distribution with a temperature of 2 eV and a density equating to the measured plasma
density, while cold electrons having a temperature of 0.6 eV are included to keep charge neutrality (Horne

Figure 3. Linear wave growth rates γ based on the measured electron distributions. Dynamic spectrum of burst mode
magnetic field data at (a) about 1211 UT (before the first Psw enhancement event) and (b) about 1244 UT (after the first Psw
enhancement event). (c) Electron velocity distributions in different energy levels observed at about 1211 UT
(denoted as dots) and 1244 UT (denoted as circles) as a function of pitch angle α. The dashed and solid curves denote the
fitted distributions at 1211 UT and 1244 UT, respectively. (d and e) Comparison of the observed wave power spectral
density (PSD) and the calculated growth rate at 1211 UT and 1244 UT, respectively.
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& Thorne, 1993; Olsen et al., 1987). Moreover, since the density of the
observed electrons is much smaller than that of the cold plasma, and the
calculated growth rates are much smaller than the wave frequency (cf.
Figures 3e and 3f), it is valid to use the cold plasma dispersion relation as
an approximation for the real part of the kinetic dispersion relation
(Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Yu et al., 2016).

With the fitted distributions as well as the observed background plasma
density (Figure 2b) andmagnetic field (Figure 2c), the calculation of the lin-
ear growth rates for whistler mode waves before and after Psw enhance-
ment has been performed. The results have been shown as the blue
curve in Figure 3d and the red curve in Figure 3e, respectively.
Meanwhile, the observed wave PSD before and after Psw enhancement
(Figures 3a and 3b) have also been illustrated as gray curves in

Figures 3d and 3e for comparison. As shown in Figures 3d and 3e, before Psw enhancement, the frequency
band of the instability indicated by positive growth rate is roughly consistent with the observed wave fre-
quency band, but the frequency of the peak growth rate is different from that of the peak wave PSD. This
inconsistency between the theoretical calculation and wave observations might be due to that before being
observed by the satellite, the initial distributions of electrons driving the whistler wave instability have
evolved significantly as the wave grows. After the sudden enhancement of Psw, the distributions of hot elec-
trons become more temperature-anisotropic. According to the linear wave growth theory (e.g., Kennel &
Petschek, 1966), these electrons with temperature-anisotropy distributions would drive the growth of whis-
tler waves shifting to higher normalized frequencies. This frequency shift has been confirmed by the consis-
tency of the calculated grow rate and the observed waves PSD, in both peak and frequency band. Therefore,
it is suggested that the banded whistler waves can be locally excited by hot electrons with temperature ani-
sotropy. As temperature anisotropy increases resulting from Psw enhancement, hot electrons drive whistler
waves with a higher-frequency and a broader-frequency band, indicating the important role of the solar wind
pressure playing in frequency properties of the banded whistler waves in the inner magnetosphere.

In supporting information S1, we have also calculated the wave growth rate for the third enhancement event
of Psw and compared the result with that for the first enhancement event. It is shown that because the solar
wind dynamic pressure increased a little more in the third enhancement event, the frequency band of both
the observed banded whistler waves and the calculated growth rate have become broader, as compared to
those in the first enhancement event. This comparison provides a strong support for that solar wind dynamic
pressures can make effects in the frequency properties of banded whistler waves.

In fact, wave PSD and particle distributions will develop as wave grows. As shown in Figure 2 in Seough and
Yoon (2012), when the amplitude of waves is small, the effect of waves on particles is negligible, and thus, the
wave spectrumwould be consistent with the growth rate driven by particle distributions (see the first column
from left), which also indicates that wave growth is in the linear growth stage and near the initial state. As
wave grows, diffusion of particles resulting fromwaves will becomemore andmore significant, and apparent
development of particle distributions would occur. Accordingly, the growth rate changes (see the second and
third column from left), including the peak value and its corresponding frequency. Finally, wave spectrums

and particle distributions will reach the saturation state, in which wave
spectrums would generally not be consistent with the growth rate (see
the fourth column from left). Note that in their case, the frequency corre-
sponding to the peak growth rate in the saturation is greater than that cor-
responding to the peak wave spectrum. In our cases, the wave spectrum
and calculated growth rate before Psw enhancement (at about 1211 UT)
are similar to those shown in the fourth column of Figure 2 in Seough
and Yoon (2012), which indicates that these observed waves and particles
are in/near the saturation state. As for the disagreement between linear
growth rate profile and wave spectrums shown in Figure 3d, in general it
is also possibly resulted from the low time resolution of the observed elec-
tron distribution data, which is due to an average in the observed duration.

Table 1
Electron Components Used to Model the Electron Distributions Observed at
About 12:11:20 UT, When Ne is 16.5 cm�3 and Bt is 171.5 nT

Components n (cm�3) T// (eV) T⊥ (eV) Er (eV)
a

1 2.000 10.5 13.0 0
2 0.250 40 80 0
3 0.030 280 70 1.38 × 103

4 0.050 400 400 0
5 0.015 4.4 × 103 4.4 × 103 0
6 0.005 11 × 103 16 × 103 0
7 0.001 36 × 103 45 × 103 0

aEr ¼ 1
2mhV2

r is the energy parameter relative to the ring speed Vr (Yu
et al., 2016).

Table 2
The Same As Table 1 But at About 12:44:04 UT, When Ne is 16.3 cm

�3 and Bt is
174.5 nT

Components n (cm�3) T// (eV) T⊥ (eV) Er (eV)

1 2.000 11.5 14.0 0
2 0.300 40 110 0
3 0.030 920 410 2.08 × 103

4 0.050 600 600 0
5 0.010 2.0 × 103 2.0 × 103 0
6 0.015 7.1 × 103 11 × 103 0
7 0.0016 28 × 103 42 × 103 0
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In fact, for our cases, solar wind dynamic pressures have sustained in a low level for a long time (at least an
hour) before the first enhancement event (cf. Figure 1a), suggesting that wave spectrums and electrons dis-
tributions might have sufficiently developed. Since wave spectrums and particle distributions would not have
significant changes when it comes into the saturation stage, the averaged distributions might not make
important influence on the calculation of growth rates in our cases. In addition, even if the banded whistler
waves observed before the enhancement event are in the linear stage, they would finally develop into ones
with lower normalized frequencies (shown in Figure 3d), which would make negligible influence on our con-
clusions. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3e, the wave spectrum and calculated growth rate after Psw
enhancement (at about 1244 UT) are more similar to those shown in the first and/or second column of
Figure 2 in Seough and Yoon (2012), which indicates that waves and particles observed at this time interval
are in the linear growth stage, and at/near the initial state. To make the full process of wave growth and
saturations more clearly in observations, the time resolution of the data used here is too low and advanced
satellite data with a higher time resolution should be used. The detailed analysis of the evolution process is
beyond the scope of the letter, which will be investigated in the future work.

4. Conclusion

In presented calculations we provide a further confirmation of the local excitation of banded whistler
mode waves by the in situ hot temperature-anisotropy electrons. As solar wind dynamic pressure
increased, the temperature anisotropy of electrons increased correspondingly, and as a result, banded
whistler waves could be locally excited with higher-frequencies and broader-frequency bands. Therefore,
this letter provides a direct in situ evidence for the influence on frequencies of banded whistler waves
by the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressures and reveals the important role of the solar wind
pressure playing in the frequency properties of banded whistler waves. This excitation mechanism is uni-
versal, and similar excitation should be found for other wave emissions in terrestrial magnetosphere and
other magnetic plasma environments in space.

It should be mentioned that throughout this study, we use the linear growth theory in our approach to the
wave generation. The linear growth theory has been frequently adopted in treatment with wave excitation,
though nonlinear wave particle interactions have been proposed to be an alternative for wave growth
(Omura et al., 2008; Summers et al., 2011). The conclusions here drawn from the linear wave growth are
expected to be a basis for future research using nonlinear approaches.
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